When the snow comes, who's first served?

Having a priority account system in place is vital to an effective snow and ice removal business.

BY MARK HALL CONTRIBUTOR

ANYONE WORKING in a service industry knows what a struggle it can be to find a good balance serving multiple clients. That struggle can become chaos if every client demands full attention at the same time. In many industries these busy periods can be anticipated and planned for. Not so for contractors in the snow and ice management business, who don't get advance notice of the week's snowfall.

So when a snow event does occur, how do you decide which customer will receive service first?

Many contractors don't have a structured system in place — and find themselves asking “Who's first?” once the season is already underway. When the snow falls, these contractors could very likely wind up on the phone with angry customers who have a question of their own: “Why aren’t you here?”

To be successful, you must establish realistic expectations — both for your customers and yourself — well before winter hits.

Who's on first?

When prospecting new snow and ice management accounts, contractors often talk to potential customers who
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specify they want their snow cleared by a specific time. But it’s nearly impossible for you to give such a guarantee, simply because no one knows exactly when it’s going to snow. Furthermore, there’s no possible way to be everywhere at once. The reality is that some customers will get service more quickly than others.

There are undoubtedly several methodologies and systems subscribed to by industry professionals to determine which customers get service first. One approach that has proved extremely successful is the Retainer and Deposit system, a method that basically allows customers to choose their desired response time.

Priority 1: Retainer customers
Under this system, customers are given the option to pay a monthly retainer to gain priority status during a snow event. The retainer is based on the price of one performed service, along with the average number of plowing events that can be expected in a given market.

As an example, say a city usually experiences about 12 snow events that require plowing per winter, and it’s generally recognized that there are four months — December through March — when snowfall is most likely. To calculate the monthly retainer, multiply the price for one service by the expected number of plowing events for the entire season, and then divide that number into each of the likely months for snowfall:

So if the fee for one service is $100, the total retainer (assuming 12 snow events) for the winter would be $1,200. Because that covers a four-month period, each month’s retainer would be $300.

As the winter rolls along, the advance retainer money can be applied to cover any services provided for the month in which the service was performed. This includes instances where no plowing is necessary, but de-icing materials are applied. The only way a customer loses retainer money is if it doesn’t snow, or if it snows so little the total service fees in a given month don’t add up to the retainer amount.

Yes, some of the financial investment may be lost. But what’s gained is a guaranteed response time during a snow event.

Of course, the retainer system only truly works if you can deliver on the promise for a timely response. The guarantee is nearly impossible to fulfill if you oversell the work and can’t service priority customers in the specified time.

In the process of selling their services, many contractors find retainer customers are usually agreeable to a response time of six hours or less,

If you simply explain your successful service methodology — and compare it to an often-unsuccessful low price/high volume approach — it may be enough to gain a new customer’s trust.

Priority 2: Deposit customers
Some customers are leery about paying a retainer and possibly losing out on any money if actual snow events fall below expectations. Additionally, many may not have as urgent a need for plowing and de-icing service. However, these people still prefer to have a contractor in

Choosing clients located close to one another allows for a more efficient operation by cutting down on excessive travel.
expected number of plowing events... right.
Like a retainer system, a deposit system uses the service price and expected number of plowing events as starting points. However, while a retainer customer pays a fee to cover specified months, a deposit customer pays a lump sum that applies to snow and ice control services performed any time during the winter. This flexibility to have the payment applied whenever necessary is the one advantage a deposit system holds over a retainer system from a customer’s point of view. The drawback, of course, is that these customers receive service second, occasionally more than six hours after the snow begins.
If you are selling six hours of priority-one service, limit the priority-two service you sell to about two or three hours. Because priority-two customers aren’t receiving the benefit of a fast response time, consider offering a seasonal deposit price that is slightly lower than the total amount paid for monthly retainers throughout the winter.
Using the previous example of a city with 12 expected plowing events and a service fee of $100, perhaps charge 10 times the price of one service, or $1,000, for a seasonal deposit. Customize the structure of your retainer and deposit system to find what works best for your business and your customers.
The combined approach of a retainer and a deposit system is an ideal way to realistically control and spread out workload during a snow event. By pre-defining customer expectations and establishing priority-one and priority-two timing, you can grow your customer base to a reasonable level — without promising too much to too many.
Furthermore, implementing a retainer and deposit system provides you with the benefit of guaranteed income during the winter season. Most retainer and deposit money will later be applied to portions of monthly service invoices. But for the contractor-friendly, snow-free months, any unused funds are certainly welcome to help cover equipment costs, operating expenses and other overhead.

**Timing and value**
Keep in mind that first service is not always best service. If a light snow begins to fall at midnight, it might make more sense to begin a route by servicing priority-two accounts so that priority-one accounts can be serviced closer to the time they open in the morning. In essence, priority-one customers get the best timing, not the first service.
While first service isn’t necessarily best service, the cheaper service will almost never be the best. This is especially true considering contractors who undersell on price usually make up the difference by overselling on volume, making it extremely difficult to offer a guaranteed response time.

**Maximize profits**
Getting customers is one thing. Knowing how to efficiently service them is another. The more efficient you can be, the better chance you have of making money in snow and ice management. Take the example of contractors whose customers would like them to handle sidewalk work. Removing an employee from a truck to shovel sidewalks isn’t an efficient use of his time — and actually creates downtime for the plow and material spreader.
From the retainer and deposit system perspective, it also limits the number of priority accounts the truck can get to within a given timeframe.
In addition, you should always be on the lookout to discover areas where efficiency can be improved. Knowing a customer’s holiday hours is just one example. If it’s been pre-determined that some accounts will have their businesses closed for the holidays, their service can be pushed back and another client can get faster service.
Of course, efficiency isn’t the only thing that affects profits. The reason the winter maintenance industry even exists is because of the financial liability customers could incur by not dealing with snow and ice in a timely fashion. It’s critical you protect yourself from being unnecessarily exposed to liability. No matter what system you employ for your business — and no matter what agreements you have in place — be sure to get contracts in writing.

**Get organized**
The weather naturally won’t allow anyone to account for every single possibility, but you can make logical assumptions about the number of accounts you can service in a given amount of time. You can also use additional knowledge specific to each account, such as days and times each is open for business.
Most importantly, know your limitations. It’s better to deliver great service timing to a small group of satisfied customers than show up late for a large group of angry ones who might just decide to dump you the next day.

---

**It’s better to deliver great service timing to a small group of satisfied customers than show up late for a large group of angry ones who might just decide to dump you the next day.**

---

**HALL** is director of marketing and sales for SnowEx, Warren, MI. Contact him at mbhall4@comcast.net.
Optimize your options
Morton Salt's line of professional-grade ice melting solutions includes the economical Safe-T-Salt, the fast-acting Ice Melter Blend, the low-temperature Calcium Chloride Ice Melter, the environmentally friendly Eco-Safe Blend (pictured) and the high-visibility Ice Melter Blend with Fast-Acting Blue Crystals. www.mortonsalt.com or 888-644-9147  

Snow business
Rich Arlington & Associates offers a variety of business management services to the snow and ice management industry, including training, seminars, risk management, consulting, auditing and serving as an expert witness. With years of industry experience and knowledge, the firm keeps its clients competitive and profitable. www.richarlington.com or 866/454-0948

All season
The Turf Teq Power Broom has an 18- x 46-in. brush, with a two-speed drive that's suitable for both debris and snow removal. Brush pressure, brush speed and left/right pivot angle can all be adjusted easily from the operator position. It can even be used to dethatch lawns. The Power Broom features an on-the-go differential lock for traction and productivity, and the hydrostatic wheel drive allows users to adjust ground speed to meet heavy or light sweeping needs. www.turftequ.com or 866/503-8873

Pistol grip
Available in 8.5- and 9.5-ft. lengths, the all-new Meyer Super-V2 Snowplow features a pistol grip controller with one-button functionality, as well as interchangeable components with the standard Meyer Super-V plow. The manufacturer claims that the blade throws snow up to 62% better than a standard V-plow, and its snow rolling action reduces vehicle stress. The blade's wings taper from 30.5 in. up to 38 in. www.meyerproducts.com or 216/486-1313

Pump control
Designed specially for landscapers and contractors, the GVM ABS-800 will convert dry rock salt to liquid form for prewetting or anti-icing of roadways. The pump, controlled by a float switch or manually, transfers liquid from the wet end of the make tank to the storage tank, from the storage tank to truck mounted tanks, or recirculates liquid through the make tank. Brine concentration is established by batch process (x gal water per x pounds of dry material) or by final adjustment in storage tank. www.gvminc.com or 800/345-3546

Poly power
Available in two models (the 8 ft., 2 in. XT and the 9 ft., 2 in. XTI), Boss' new Poly Power-V XT Plow features a slick poly surface that lets snow easily slide off the blade — saving on fuel costs and minimizing wear and tear on the vehicle drivetrain. The multi-position snowplow also features a 37-in. flared blade wing, which improves snow discharge for maximum performance. Other standard features on both models include 0.5 x 6-in. high-performance cutting edges, synchronized blade movement with full blade trip design and an enclosed high-performance hydraulic package. The easy SmartHitch system and the SmartLight 2 visibility system are also standard. www.bossplow.com or 800-286-4155
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Must: Hand tools
Yeoman & Co. offers a variety of professional-grade snow tools, shovels, pushers and scrapers. The tools are available in steel, aluminum or composite, and the company will work with operators to recommend the best models for removing deep snow vs. powdery snow, etc. www.ye-ho.com or 800/367-9646

Clean sweep
Among Grasshopper's full line of snow removal equipment is a power take-off driven rotary broom, which can handle dirt, debris, slush and up to 8 in. of snow effortlessly. The unit is available in 48- and 60-in. models (set at a fixed 25° right angle), as well as a 60-in. bidirectional model with a variable sweeping angle up to 25° degrees right or left, controlled hydraulically. Grasshopper's exclusive QuikConverter implement system lets users remove the mowing deck and add rotary brooms in minutes without tools. An optional winter enclosure (for 700 and 900 Series) and 16,000 BTU/hr heater (for liquid-cooled models) protect operators from the elements for enhanced comfort and efficiency. www.grasshoppermower.com or 620/345-8621

Corn-based
As a corn-based liquid deicer from eHealth Solutions, Icenator is easy to use, long-lasting and environmentally friendly. It does not require sunlight to activate, nor does it refreeze like some salt brine formulations. Its freezing point is below -85° F. The low-corrosion product can be used before or after storms, and can be used by itself or with salt or other pelleted deicers. www.icenator.com or 866/544-0278

Versatile power
Hammonds Technical Services' SP-42 snowplow comes equipped to do a multitude of tasks, including broadcast spreading. Featuring hydraulic power take-off and options up to 60 hp, the unit bridges the gap between clearing sidewalks and streets: Broadcast your deicing material in cul-de-sacs, driveways, parking lots and other areas, and do so more quickly than with other conventional vehicles. www.hammondscons.com or 800/582-4224